The transport of ionospheric ions from a source in the polar cleft ionosphere through the polax magnetosphere is investigated using a two-dimensional, kinetic, trajectory-based code. The transport model includes the effects of gravitation, longitudinal magnetic gradient force, convection electric fields, and parallel electric fields. Individual ion trajectories as well as distribution functions and resulting bulk paxameters of density, paxallel average energy, and paxallel flux for a presumed cleft ionosphere source distribution are presented for various conditions to illustrate parametrically the dependences on source energies, convection electric field strengths, ion masses, and parallel electric field strengths. The essential features of the model are consistent with the concept of a cleft-based ion fountain supplying ionospheric ions to the polar magnetosphere, and the resulting plasma distributions and parameters are in general agreement with recent low-energy ion measurements from the DE 1 satellite.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years a principal focus of magnetospheric research has been on the ionosphere as a source of plasmas in the magnetosphere [e.g., Horwitz, 1982] . Currently, there is particularly intense study on the varieties of upflowing ion distributions observed with Dynamics Explorer The purpose of this paper is to investigate further the transport of such ions on the basis of the framework introduced by Horwitz [1984] . In the present work we include a distribution of small parallel electric fields to simulate approximately the effects of an ambipolar type of parallel electric field on the ion transport. Further, we calculate distribution functions and the resulting spatial distribution in the polar magnetosphere of selected bulk plasma parameters arising from source distributions identified with the polar cleft ionospheric upflowing ions [Moore et al., 1984] . These are displayed as contour maps of these bulk parameters for various conditions to illustrate several interesting effects of varying source distributions, convection and parallel electric field strengths, and ion masses on the spatial distributions of the plasma in the polar magnetosphere.
CALCULATION TECHNIQUES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The calculation of ion trajectories in this paper is essentially as described by Horwitz [1984] except that we further include a model distribution of parallel electric fields (see below). As in the work of Horwitz [1984] , these are two-dimensional trajectories appropriate to plasma convection in the noon-midnight meridian. The magnetospheric magnetic field model used here is again that suggested by Luhmann and Friesen [1979] , which consists of a dipole and a thin current sheet (with dawnto-dusk current flow), located at the magnetic equator. This simple magnetic field model reproduces remarkably well such features as the polar cusp and the basic tail geometry. The only transverse velocity considered in this paper-is the convection velocity, vñ = E x BIB 2, the gradient and curvature velocities being totally unimportant for the energies of interest here. The spatial electric field distribution is obtained by specifying the dawn-dusk electric field strength at 300-km altitude at the ionospheric pole and then mapping the electric field as B¬ elsewhere as an approximation to the convention of assuming equipotential electric field lines. This approximation is equal to within 1-2% of the exact mapping factors for a dipole magnetic field for the latitude and geocentric distance ranges (<5 R E) considered for the polar magnetosphere where kTl$ and kTIL• are the initial perpendicular and parallel thermal energies, n s is the source density, and m is the particle mass. In this report we will be considering various perpendicular and parallel thermal energies for our parametric illustrations of the effects on the resulting distributions in the polar magnetosphere. We take these types of distributions to represent the "source" distributions at specified altitudes and ranges of latitudes, which can be varied. Assuming that the H + isotropic background was due to a partial isotropizing mechanism (e.g., wave-particle interactions) operating on the flowing H +, the combination of a broad H + polar cap source region such as that depicted in Figure 8 together with the narrow O + ion fountain asso-ciated with the cleft is consistent with these data. A similar suggestion has been made by Green and Waite [1985] . In this introductory paper we have not attempted to address systematically the suggestion by Lockwood et al. [1985] . It is clear both from these observations and from the accompanying modeling efforts that the polar magnetosphere is a far more interesting environment for low-energy ions than had been realized only a short time ago and that further investigations along both modeling and observational avenues should lead to results of significant importance in the near future.
